
The Dufour Grand Large range continues to evolve, producing boats with a perfect balance between comfort, performance and timeless design. 
  
The strategy of Dufour Yachts, which has been producing boats for 50 years, is to increase its product portfolio, and now the range has been enriched with a 31 feet yacht 
containing details and technology typical of bigger boats. Particular attention has been posed in trying to simplify its use. The boat can also be fitted with a retractable keel, where 
the boat can self stand, ideal for lakes as well as specific areas of very shallow water.      
  
The new yacht is a fast cruiser whose waterlines, deck and interior design achieve a perfect balance. This is the result of the passion for the sea and care for details with which 
Dufour Yachts have obtained their position as an international market leader. 
  
The new Grand Large 310 will be presented at a special world preview at the Paris Boatshow in December, and provides unique pleasure when it comes to cruising: it is fast, lots of 
fun, well-balanced, comfortable and easy to steer, even for a single handed purpose.   
There are many reasons why this model is so special, starting with the project’s designers.  Once again Dufour Yachts has relied on the talented and innovative design of Felci with 
whom the yard won both European and American yacht of the year with the Dufour 36 Performance last year. 
  
The Dufour 310 deck is an evolution of the latest design trend of the Dufour 410 and 500 inspired by the original “Arpage” deck shape. 
The cockpit is pretty unique being the first one with double steering wheels as standard as well as double rudder blades to guarantee perfect boat balance and control even when 
heeled. The sail plan is presenting a high aspect ratio to maximize performance on one hand, while on the other the non overlapping self tacking jib guarantees maximum ease of 
use with a limited crew. 
  
The Dufour 310 has an internal layout divided into two cabins, an ample dinette and one bathroom. The precious oak materials have been entrusted to experts and skilful 
craftsmen.   
Particular attention has been paid to enhancing the flow of light, from the big hull and deck windows lots of natural light is guaranteed, which makes the interior a pleasure to live 
in. 
This boat reflects a discreet and comfortable concept of luxury.    
  
The Grand Large 310 embodies the lifestyle that Dufour has infused into its projects over the last 50 years, distinguished by an authentic passion for the sea, design, technology, 
performance and innovation, as well as safety. 
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   Dufour 310 Grand Large – A SMALL BIG BOAT 
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GENERAL DATA 310 

Overall length 9,67 m 

Hull length 9,35 m 

Waterline length 8,70 m 

Max beam 3,20 m 

Draft 1,90 m (0,95m Opt.)* 

Displacement 4940 Kg* 

Ballast 1300 Kg* 

Berths 4 / 6 

Fuel tank 90 L* 

Water tank 160 L* 

Engine Volvo 19 HP* 

SAIL AREA 

Mainsail 33,5 m² 

Jib (106%) 16,8 m² 

Gennaker 62 m² 

Total Sail area Up Wind 50,3 m² 

Total Sail area Down Wind 95,5 m² 

NAVAL ARCHITECT Felci Yachts 

Certification CE Class B 

* Data are still at a design stage 
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